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Carton Live 
Storage  

Live Storage Order 
Picking Solution



Carton live  
storage.
Your business:

You arrange your access 
on a first in, first out basis.
You need to hold more 
inventory at the pick face 
whilst reducing 
replenishment frequency. 
You hold a large number of 
unique items,  that are 
picked in small quantities 
and are not suited to 
palletisation.

Our solution:

Carton live storage is a 
gravity-fed order picking 
system designed to 
increase efficiency while 
decreasing required floor 
space. It delivers full carton 
and split carton picking, 
with low capital outlay and 
operating costs, and its 
more orderly picking system 
saves labour. Pickers work 
in the front aisle while 
replenishers work in the 
back. First in, first out 
rotation in any lane is 
ensured. In high-volume 
situations, a pick-and-put-
to light increases speed, 
efficiency and accuracy.

The vital statistics:

Selecta Flo:
Standard bed depths 
1520mm, 2320mm, 3020mm

Standard bed widths
1524mm, 2591mm, 2743mm

Loads single bay racks 
2000 to 5000kg per bay

Multibay racks
2800 to 6800kg per bay

Roller Flo:
Roller widths (mm) / max 
handling load width (mm) 
152/228, 229/344, 
305/458, 381/572

Standard track lengths (mm) 
/ overall frame depth (mm) 
1946/2057, 2327/2438 
2937/3048

Variable roller pitch to suit 
needs.



Lead in guides 
ensure pick 
positions are 
clearly identified 
and maintained 
when goods are 
being replenished.

Full-length 
dividers can be 
fitted to ensure 
stock doesn’t 
track sideways as 
it travels down 
the bed.

Beds are 
mounted directly 
to uprights 
eliminating the 
need for 
additional beams.

Tiered bed length 
configuration.

Flush bed length 
configuration.

Left to right adjustability 
of the tracks to suit 
individual load sizes.

Shallow tray drop 
out configuration.

Deep tray drop 
out configuration.

Selecta Flo: 
High density 
and efficiency.



Create small 
parts picking 
environment.

Easily fitted to 
existing pallet 
racking beams.

Roller Flo provides 
a robust carton 
live storage 
solution. It provides 
an adaptable 
alternative to 
pallet or split 
case picking, 
depending on your 
requirements.

Roller Flo:  
Carton live 
storage for your 
existing racking.
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